In the paper are presented algorithms of TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) based on multi-sensor information fusion. A Unified mathematical models of information fusion are constructed and three algorithms are used to deal with, which include algorithm based on Bayesian, algorithm based on the relative distance (an improved algorithm of bayesian theory of evidence), algorithm based on multi-sensor weighted fusion. The calculating results shows that the algorithm based on d-s evidence theory of multisensor fusion method better than the algorithm the based on information fusion method or the bayesian method.
Introduction
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) monitor the pressure and temperature of tire. When there are alarms at the time the tires appear over-voltage, high temperature, under-voltage, the TPMS can remind drivers to slow down or stop to check tyre to avoid accidents. The system can make the tire pressure under control, extend the usage of tires and reduce consumption.It is great significance to improve the economical benefit and road safety.
TPMS will hint driver to stop to and check the tires when the tire pressure higher 1.2 times than standard pressure or below 50% than standardpressure .And When the temperature in tire higher than 75 ° c (normal temperature in 50 ° ~ 60 ° c), or even more than 85 ° c, the TPMS should rapidly show messages of alarm, which in seriously dangerous [1] .
The tires of Santana car were taken as an instance to introduce. The pressure of the front tires keep at 180KPa when they are at full or half load,but the rear tires for 240KPa. According to the experiences of drivers and repairers ,200KPa are taken as a normal value for the tires of fore and rear wheels.the pressure of the tires should be alarm at Pmax=200 1.2=240KPa and the temperature at Tmax= 75 ° c [2] . Also alarms should be given when the pressure is lower than Pmin = 100Kpa. It was assumed that three NPX sensors were placed in a tire,which monitor the pressure and temperature of the tire. For the accuracy of measurement and the convenience of calculation , each sensor will bring back six values in a time. Keeping the same conditions, the measures were given by six sensors separately.The pressure data of the sensors as shown in table 1 and the temperature data in table 2 . 
Algorithms in TPMS
Three algorithms were analyzed based on above the test data.As the brain process of comprehensive information processing, Multi-sensor information fusion fully use the multiple sensors resource,through sensors and observation information reasonable controlled and used, according to certain standards,combine space or time of redundant information of the multiple sensors,to get to the consistent explain or description of the tested object, make the sensor system obtain superior performance than its components .
2.1Application of Bayesian Method in TPMS
This system uses the Bayesian method to integrate, which does not need any historical statistics and expert experience about tire pressure and temperature? By analyzing measures made by a finite number of pressure and temperature sensors, making confidence distance measure as data fusion, utilizing in order to confidence distance measure as a data fusion matrix to achieve optimal fusion figures generated by multiple sensors, and getting optimal fusion data from multiple sensors on the basis of the Bayes Estimation Theory.
This system involves two kinds of complementary information of temperature and pressure and adopts the method of coverting temperature into pressure and making the two factors to integrate each other in the process of information fusion.
Mathematical modeling algorithm in this system includes false information elimination and effective information fusion. Elimination of false information is determined by the relationship matrix, while the latter one is derived from confidence distance matrix which is composed of confidence distance measures. If we figure out the fusion between every two sensors and we are given one valve value to evaluate the fusion, then we can determine the information redundancy among every sensor. Eliminating highlyredundant sensors in number and fusion highly-complementary sensors information, can not only reduce the numeration in the process of information fusion greatly and also eliminate the redundant information and improve the authenticity of fusion results.
Suppose there are M sensors, L effective sensors, and the final optimal fusion figure is t[1]:
In (1), Tk is the observation value of the kth sensor ; k is the standard deviation of the observation value of the kth sensor; k T is the mean value of observation value of L sensors; 0 is standard deviation of observation value of L sensors. By the available data of pressure sensor and temperature sensor we can get believable distance measure matrix made up of pressure data and temperature data believable distance measurement dij.So we can get the Dm distance measured by Bayes parameters of the optimal fusion data: P = 241.536 KPa (T), 74.8678 = c.
Finally showed tire pressure, temperature are 241.527 KPa 74.8678 degrees Celsius, at this time pressure alarm and temperature near the bay, drivers should slow or stop for a refreshment.
In order to test the accuracy of sensor data and correctness of the fusion results in the same temperature and pressure condition, we can use a corrected tire pressure measure the tire projects more than two parts, verifying the validity of this method.by comparing them.
2.2An information fusion method based on the relative distance
Suppose x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n , present the measured data after m times measuring by n sensors to a measured parameter, assuming the measured data of each sensor is independent of each other, the higher the authenticity of x i ,the higher it is supported by other measured data,aiming at the support degree between the sensors measuring data we introduce the concept of relative distance Define the relative distance between two sensors measuring data as the following forms [2] .
In terms of the expression of d ij , the bigger d ij is the bigger the difference between the measured data, namely the support between two data will be smaller. The definition of relative distance is completely built on existing data implicit information, lowering the requirement of prior information. In order to do further unified management to support between measured data, we define a support functions. 
In terms of the above function,the smaller the distance between measurement data ,the bigger the support between data,when the distance between measure data and itself is zero, the support is 1.
For fusion between measurement data, we establish the support degree matrix R (4) ij r in support matrix R says only presents support between measurement data i x and j x , but not the support of i x based on all the measured data of sensors in system, the truth extent of x i should be showed ... We can get the first group s' measured data fusion result for 243 by using type (6) We can get three multisensor fusion are 243,240.1:241.53,by using the same method respectively. We can get three sensors's information fusion by using the method of relative distance, and the finally available date is 240.82.
Similarly, we can have three temperature sensor's information fusion result are 74.85,74.3, 88.35. Using relative distance method again we can get three sensors information fusion.Using type (29) the last available fusion date is 74.575.
Finally showed tire pressure, temperature are 240.82 KPa 74.575 degrees Celsius , at this time pressure alarm and temperature near the bay, drivers should slow or stop for a refreshment.
2.3Based on the theory of evidence of multisensor weighted fusion method
Multisensor fusion generally include each sensor fusion of historical data and the data fusion,and the basic method of fusion is weighting, usually in the circumstance without a priori knowledge. directly. According to the function extreme value theory, taking in total least-squares error conditions, making the weighted value
Type of i is to be known or estimated variance, fusion value . There are two problems: (1)Solving the expectation of the historical datas directly, in fact, is expected to give each data the same value, usually inaccurately.
(2)In the circumstances of no prior knowledge, variance i are not accurate estimates, and using the theory of evidence can be estimated on the basis of calibration, thus giving each sensor the suitable weight.
According to the evidence theory,for a problem to be studyed, we can set the possible outcome which all can be realized as a recognition framework. In recognition framework, for each observation by statistic,observed value x X is the observation which may determine the true value of an evidence, called the statistical evidence.Though statistical evidence can not accurately determine the true value, but can be deemed appropriate propositions reliability or support. The more evidence,the more support, we can think that it's more closed to the true value.For the problem of multiple sensor fusion, firstly we need to determin a proper recognition framework, and give its focal yuan appropriate basic reliability allocation.The physical meaning of abstract sensor is to donate sensor variables in the sample that physics by system of uncertain factors in the process of possible scope.In the most common one-dimensional homogeneous mapping,the adjacent interval of abstract sensor consisted of two endpoint can be regarded as recognition framework,and each observed value appeared in the adjacent interval of physical sensor can be regarded as the evidence of the interval, so as to determine the basic reliability allocation and support [3] [4] .
Regardless of the actual distribution of measurement of each sensor(maybe normal or non-normal, single or multiple peak),evidence theory does not need the probability model,and it will take measured data'repeated degree in the intersection as evidence to calculate the weighted of measurement,and avoids the disadvantages of simple average lost too much, and gets the information of the revised estimate For calculating fusion measurements of x, applying the basic theory of evidence,geting reliability m (k), support Bel ( i x ) and the weighting, in the calculation of process,using the concept of the theory of fault tolerance,it requires that fault occurred in f at most in n abstract sensors(fn/3) ,and transmiting error of data, that is at least (n-f) reliable abstract sensors.In the multi-sensor data fusion we canstipulate the basic reliability lower limit f,and if (k) f or m (k) f,it will refuse to accept, this is equivalent to eliminate some obvious errors and faults of the data of sensors.
Because of f n/3,we can estimate that maybe two sensor datas is fault ones. Determine the lower limit of the basic reliability f = 2, namely, if the basic reliability allocation is ...,it gives the cancellation of the period between the basic reliability allocation. figure 1 
